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The conduct of and extent of U- S. military public
relations in recent years has become subject to increased
comment in the public media, Robert Manning, writing in
Xhe atlAOtlc Monthly early in 1970, saidt "Senator William
Fulbright and his investigators have been asking the right
questions and demanding honest answers froir the Pentagon.
After weeks of persisting, they came up with the calcula-
tion that the Pentagon is spending at least $28 million a
year on public relations and the promoting of the armed
forces." Manning adds, *A lot of those millions ... are
spent for the questionable purpose of persuading us to
i
allocate billions more for the military machinery.
John Kenneth Galbraith has written a book entitled
BSM ZSL Qfiajuol the. Military. In its opening pages he
statest "The problem of the military power is not unique;
it is merely a rather formidable example of the tendency of
organisation, in an age of organisation, to develop a life
XRobert Manning, £h& Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 225,













and purpose and truth of its own."
Following his investigation of military spending
for public relations* Senator Pulbright also wrote a book*
The Ftfttagpn grgpaaands Machine* In criticising the
military services* public relations programs* he wrote
t
£ach service has its own civilian tour program* but
the stoat prestigious is the Joint Civilian Orientation
Conference—an eight day tour for seventy civilians run
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense . . .
"Defense dollars"—or better, "taxpayers* dollars"
—
are lavished on these trips with the expensive might of
the military machine put on full-dress display for the
civilian visitors. . . . 3
Senator William Froxmire* another outspoken critic
of Pentagon spending* issued a press release in March 1970
in which he called upon the Defense Department to "stop the
practice of providing free flights to influential citizens
to major military installations for briefing and propaganda
4purposes. " While no reference was made specifically to
the Joint Civilian Orientation Conference (JCOC) * the
implication seamed clear that it was the type of activity
to which Proxmire referred.
The JCOC is not a new program. It has been a part
of the Defense Department from the beginnings of the
2john Kenneth Galbraith* Sow £& C&Qlrjal tha
Military (»ew York* 1969), p. 16.
J. William Fulbright* Xha Pentagon Fxagagafidft
MachAiMi (Mew York* 1970)* pp. 34-35.
4Fress Release* Office of Senator William Proxmire*
March 22. 1970.
s**
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3organisation's life. To underat and and evaluate its role
and/or utility* one must first look at the fundamentals of
the practice of public relations by the military.
Clearly, the military does have a responsibility in
the public relations arena. As Cutlip and Center point
outt
For their common defense* the people of the United
States support a large and expensive military establish*
ment. The armed forces make a heavy drain on the*
nation's wealth* manpower, and natural resources.
Support of this costly military machine will require
sacrifices on the part of the American people for the
foreseeable future. People must be convinced of the
need for paying taxes and having sons drafted. They
must have confidence in the mptXiA^rm and the commanders.
Xt la mandatory, thejc« tare, thax lfca A£i&a& £&£&&*
create auiOic unofrrstanding a£ ihain aiaaian.
/Emphasis theirs^3
Cutlip and Center note that the essential part of
good community relations by the military is in being ma
part Of instead of JSUULt J&gm the community. * (Emphasis
theirs.) While this specific reference is concerned with
the military base and the relations of the military
personnel assigned to that base with the civilian community
in which they reside, it also has a broader application.
From a national perspective, it is no less important for
the military to be a part of the "community."
Scott M. Cutlip and Allen H. Center, flfixative
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4Viewed as a community relations program, then, the
JCOC is an attempt to increase understanding of the defense
program of the United States. Its intent is that selected
civilian leaders will obtain a comprehensive view of the
organization and the missions of the Army, Havy, Marine
7Corps, and Air Force.
"The first step in community relations is to tag
the decision makers, * according to Cutlip and Center.
"Persuasion of these key individuals usually facilitates
8persuasion of their followers. 1* In this respect, JCOC
represents for the military services an effort to enhance
community relations on a national level.
An obvious question arises t Is the JCOC an affec-
tive program? The purpose of this study is to attempt to
answer that question.
7U. 8. Havy Office of Information, U. S. Havy
Public Affairs Regulations (Rev. 12-65, Washington, ». C,
1965). p. 159.






The office of the Secretary of Defense (OSS) . in
August 1948. initiated a program of orientation for
•elected civilian leaders, the Joint Civilian Orientation
Conference (JCOC)
. The intent of the conference was to
"provide top-flight civilian leaders with comprehensive
instruction dealing with the coordination and integration
of foreign and military policy and with the involvement of
the legislative and executive branches of the Government
in national defense. " l By the time JCOC Ho. 40 was
conducted in April 1970, the objectives of the conference
were stated ast
a. To provide the Secretary of Defense with a means
of exchanging information on defense matters with
leading representatives of the educational, business,
labor, religious, professional, and industrial commun-
ities of the United States.
b. To create within this group an awareness and
understanding of the mission of the Department of
Defense and the programs and policies related to the
discharge of this mission.
Qutliaa o£ a Joint Go&zm £ox S ft liter,mi Civilians*
Office of Program Analysis. Munitions Board, U. S. Depart-
ment of Defense. August 16. 1943. p. 1.
5
'i3 .« -
c. To acquaint this group with the strength sad
readiness posture of the u* s* Armed forces through
persons! observation* 2
establishment of the JCOC was based on the
assumption that such an experience would acquaint the
participants with military problems through personal
observation and mutual discussion with military and
national leaders, and it was hoped that the participants
would return to their respective communities favorably die-
posed toward the defense establishment* However, in the 22
years that the JCOCa have h^& conducted as one of the two
primary public relations efforts by the Department of
Defense (the other being Armed Forces Day)* there has not
been any research effort to evaluate the results of the
program*
PraviPy* Hag*
There has been a plethora of studies in the srea of
attitudinal effects of special programs and institutions?
well known summaries are those of Joseph ?• iClapper and
Carl X* Bovland* Such studies are by no means confined to
communication effacta* and they often fail to show positive
Policy Memorandum, Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Public Affairs, U* S* Department of Defense, November 2S,
1969, p. 1.
3Joseph T* Kiapper, Xfcft EtfSCta Of 24A&& £flOSUUi£ft~
fciflu. 0*ew York, 1960) ? Carl I. Rovland, *Sffects of the Msss
Media of Communication, * in Gardner Lindcey, ttftfwfhooR Of
Social PayghQie^y. Vol. ZI (Cambridge, Mass., 1954),
pp. 1062-1103.
ii 19 in-.
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7affect* of communication programs. While not specifically
applicable to this research effort* these studies In the
general area of attitude change were valuable to this
researcher in formulating the study.
In an analysis of the persistence of attitudes*
Rochester found that statistical comparisons of w . • • the
1967 findings with the 2964 test results Indicated that the
... attitudes present two years after the end of the
institute were comparable to those attitudes present at the
start of the institute* 1964.
"
4 And* although the JCOC is
not an information program analogous to the Cincinnati
S
campaign or the California gubernatorial candidate's
e
telethon* there does seem to be present some of the sane
characteristics as in those studies* which found no
appreciable effect of the communication effort. The
Defense Department certainly expects a positive change or a
reinforcement of attitudes among the JCOC participants.
But* Hyraan and Sheatsley concluded that information is not
4 »Dean 8. Rochester. "Persistence of attitudes and
values of m&A Students - two Years Post Institute***
Coaaaalor fldacaticm and aupffiirviUawn, 9$205-207 (spring
1970)
.
5Shirley A. Star and Helen MacGill Hughes* "A
Report on an Educational Campaigns The Cincinnati Plan for
the united nations* * jimxium Journal ol sociology*
55 i 389-400 (1950).
^Wilbur Schramm and Richard F. Carter* "Effective-
ness of a Political Telethon* * g^^e Opinio** Quarterly*
23*121-126 (1959).
• ««*-- ymwrnmrnn.
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ea preponderant factor in changing attitudes in a predict-
7
able direction. Further* Berelson, Lasarsfeld, and McFhee
in their election study suggest a curvilinear relationship,
in that the more knowledgeable voter is firmer in his
opinion and predisposed to vote a certain way; yet the
direction of his predilection cannot be predicted from his
e
level of information* There is also experimental evidence
that *the more one learns, the greater the magnitude of the
a
attitude change will be
—la elthar fl jr.setion. Smith,
Bruner, and White posit that some opinions are so deeply
rooted in the holder's personality that they are practi-
10
cally impossible to change. And others suggest that any
attitude change first requires a "predisposition to
11
change. * Recently, however, Douglas, st al.. in a study
conducted in two Wisconsin communities, found a "positive
7
Herbert H« Hymen and Paul B. Sheatsley, "Some
Reasons Why Information Campaigns Fail." Public Q&Xxa&n
Quarterly* Ut412-423 (1947).
o
Bernard B. Berelson, Paul F. jUasarsfeld and
William k. McFhee, xstla&i A &XU&& al Opinion roraation la
a Fraaitkintial Campaign (Chicago, 1954)
.
9Bradley S. Greenberg, *Gn delating Attitude Change
and Information oain, " Journal Of CfTminlratlaxu 14*157-171
(19*4).
10
M. Brewster Smith, Jerome S. Bruner and Robert W.
White, Qaialojia ax& g«*«aii*lifcy (Hew York, 1956) •
11Joseph T. Klapper, "The Social Effects of Mass
Communication," in Wilbur Schramm (ed«), Xha Scimnca Qt
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9correlation between information gain and attitude" on the
12topic of mental retardation,
Ifhile there has been very little research conducted
with respect to U. S. Defense Department programs* there
was a study in 1966 of the tfavy Guest Cruise Program (which
served as the inspiration for JOOC) by Claude 2. Mounce at
13Boston University* His findings* however* are limited by
two factors. First* there was no control or comparison
group in his study* And* second* his measurement was
restricted to "after only" scores since the "before**
measure utilised was retrospective* i.e.* "What do you
think your attitude was before the cruise?" In all* then*
this study has been conducted in a near-vacuum* so far as
any empirical literature is concerned*
(arch Byftflthrtaai
The general research hypothesis is that from before
to after JCOC the participants become more favorably
disposed toward the military. This should be manifested in
corresponding changes in knowledge* attitudes* opinion* and
Dorothy P. Douglas* Bruce a. Hestley and
Steven H. Chaffee* "An Information Campaign That Changed
Community Attitudes* " Journalism Quarterly* Vol. 47* MO. 3*
pp. 479-487+.
i3Claude ft« Mounce* "An Analysis of the Secretary
of the Havy Guest Cruise Program" (Unpublished Master's
thesis* School of Public Communication* Division of Public









overt behavior. While the literature reviewed does not
point unequivocally to positive predictions* all of the
hypotheses are phrased in positive terras for purposes of
testingt
1. InformatJQfi fiain. The extent of knowledge about
the military services possessed by the participants will
increase from before to after the conference.
2* Atfei^uda end Opinion Cheny*- Attitudes and
opinions toward the military services held by the partici-
pants will change in a favorable direction from before to
after the conference.
3. RaHw^r Chengo. The number of speeches by the
participants on military subjects will Increase from before
to after the conference.
4. Gains in information (81) will be associated
with correlative improvements in attitudes and opinions
to).
5. improvements in attitudes and opinions (82) will
be associated with correlative favorable behavior change
<B3).
6. Gains in information (Hi) will be associated
with correlative favorable behavior change (H3) •
In order to test these hypotheses , it was necessary
to obtain a set of data before the conference and a compar-







The invitation list for JCOC 40 was compiled in the
Directorate for Community Relations of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) in the
Pentagon in March 1970. Th* list, comprised of 187 names*
was made available by OASD(PA) to this researcher March 27*
This study uses a "pretest-posttest control group
design. * However* the "control" group is non-random and,
therefore* is actually a "comparison" groups those persons
invited to JCOC, but who declined* compose the comparison
group. Thus* self-selection is a primary threat to
2
validity. Another key threat to validity in "before-
3
after" study is "sensitization. • In an effort to minimise
1k. l. Gags (ed.)* aanfitaaoft at ftflsflarch qxl Teaching
(Chicago* 1963)* see Chapter V for discussion of quasi-




Steven H. Chaffee and Jack M. McLeod* "Senaitisa-
tion in Panel Designs A Coorientation Experiment,
*




sensitization no warning was given* at the time the first
questionnaire was mailed* that a follow-up questionnaire
would be forthcoming . And the time interval was set at six
months to enhance the "resurgence of old attitudes.
•
A census survey of the 187 persons invited to
attend JCOC was conducted by means of a self-administered
questionnaire * mostly involving fixed"-alternative items*
mailed April 6* 1970 (see Appendix A). Accompanying the
questionnaire was a letter encouraging replies and promis-
ing anonymity (see Appendix B) . A postcard followed the
questionnaire in the mail a week later* again encouraging
response (see Appendix C) • The questionnaire required
about 10 minutes to complete* There was no prior notifica-
tion about the study to the respondents by any Defense
Department or military official* to preclude any possibil-
ity that the respondents would link the researcher with
such agencies*
The before-test response rate was 36 p^x cent for
the participant-group and 63 per cent for the comparison
group. Thus* the preliminary N for this study was
established at 130s 48 in the JCOC participant group and 82
4
R. Barry Farre11 (ed.)* Approaches && CflffiPftgfttiv*
intftrnatiflnal Palities (Evanston. 1966) * p. 25.
• sm .::*« sew •lodff^'seft »cf &Ikw*
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in the comparison group.
The conference was held April 19-28, 1970. It
convened at 1:00 p.m. at the Hotel Del Coronado, Coronado,
California, April 19, with Department of Defense and U. 8.
Pacific Corataand briefings.
Units of the U. S. First Fleet in the Pacific were
visited by the conferees on April 20. Subsequently the
itinerary included visits to the First Aerospace Division
(Strategic Air Command) , Vandenberg Air Force Base,
California, April 21; the Morth American Air Defense
Commanc, Colorado Springs, April 22; U. S. Army III Corps,
Fort Hood, Texas, April 23 and 24; the 2d Marine Division,
U. 8. Marine Corps, Casip Lejeune, Morth Carolina, April 25
and 26; the U. S. Strike Command, Pope Air Force Base,
Morth Carolina, April 27. The final day of the conference,
April 28, was spent in the Pentagon, where the conferees
were briefed and held discussions with various Defense
Department officials including Secretary of Defense Kelvin
R. Laird.
A second questionnaire was mailed on October 6,
1970, to those persons who responded to the first one (see
Appendixes D, E, and F) • The response rate on this second
wave was 77 per cent tor the participant group and 60 per
cent for the comparison group. Thus, final tSs were 37 and











groups are shown in Tables I* II, and III* Thar* are no
appreciable differences by age (Table I) • For occupation
(Table II) and education (Table III), there are sons
interesting patterns. For example, 19 per cent of the JCOC
group were lawyers and 14 per cent were proprietors or
owners of a business. Corresponding percentages in the
non-JCOC group total only about one-fourth as large. This
could well be accounted for by the fact that those persons
who are "in business for themselves" such as attorneys and
proprietors are freer to participate in such a lengthy
conference than are employed professionals such as teachers,
engineers, and accountants. The data relative to educators
tend to support this in that 29 per cent of the non-JCOC
group were teachers, professors, or college administrators
compared to only 8 per cent of the JCOC group. (These
differences could also reflect differential attitudes
toward the military, between commercial and academic sub-
cultures.)
These occupational constraints probably explain the
differences in education shown in Table III. Those with
postgraduate training (e.g., lawyers) are more likely to
hold flexible-schedule jobs than those with four year
degrees or less.
This researcher was unable to obtain reliable data
regarding the non-JCOC group as to the position or job
title the respondents held. Data of this nature were
on •** <rc*jf? .Ill in* «
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COMPARISON OF THE TWO GROUPS, BY OCCUPAITJOS
Occupation JCOC Hon-JCQC
—»n» ii ' »»»»»—m— i tn m alum .. i—
—
»i ii I iiw ii i
Business proprietor
manager 56% 47%






engineer* clergyman 3 10






GOMPARXSOH OF TBS TWO 6B0UPS, BY SDUCATXOH
Years Complete* JCOC Non-JCOC
High school 8% m
Sosvs college 16 20






obtained on the JCOC participants* however, and do indicate
that they ac& leaders in their communities . The average
number of organizations in which these men participate is
about 9; one of them listed 33. Twenty-one of the 56 were
presidents of their business corporations* six were chair-
men of the board? 12 carried titles of senior or executive
vice-president* general manager* or general secretary-
treasurer. Six listed themselves as owners or partners in
businesses* and the remaining 11 were divided among such
titles as senior member (a physician) * national commander
(VFW, Disabled Veterans* Military Order of Purple Heart)*
Casting Director (movies) * Headmaster, Principal Scientist*
and General Counsel. Hop's Wbq, listed 11 per cent of the
5JOOC group and 34 per cent of the non-JCOC group*
indicating that the occupational titles for the latter
would be at least as impressive if the information were
available here.
Prior to the final preparation of the questionnaire*
it was submitted to the Wisconsin Survey Research
Laboratory for critique and revision* and it was pretested
on five persons residing in the Madison area who could be
considered "community leaders.
"
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—This refers to factual informa-
tion known by the respondents. In the first wave question-*
naire they were asked these five questions requiring
factual answers (correct answers are checked)
3
1. Which one of the Armed Forces do you think has the
»ost troops in Vietnam?
Jit-Army £avy „..Air Force _ .Marine Corps
2* About what percentage of the nation's budget is
presently being allocated to defease spending?
20% JLA&X 6056 „30*
3. About how many American troops are presently in
Vietnam?
250,000 JBL450.000 650. 000 850. 000
4. Who is the present Chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee?
Carl Albert Wilbur Mills
__JSdward Bebert _xJ4eadel Rivers
5. How many general officers have been killed in
Vietnam?
__Jlone __©ne «_^Three .JSLFive
In an attempt to avoid direct test "sensltisation"
effects regarding the specific items asked, a set of five
different but analogous questions was prepared for the
second questionnaire!
1. Who is the Commander of the American military
forces in Vietnam?
J&JSen. Abrams pen. Walt












2. What is the approximate dollar figure of the
present W. S. Defense Departatent • s budget?
$45 billion
,
$60 billion JJL.$?5 billion
$90 billion
3. Approximately how many U. S. military personnel
have been killed in the war in Vietnam?
23,000 28.000 „_36,000 JJL.43,000
4* Who is the Chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee?
Benry Jackson Richard Russell
Hike Mansfield JKLjJohn Stennis
5. What is the approximate combined total strength of
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who introduced the semantic differential* described it as a
method for measuring the meaning of an object to an
6individual. They found that the main component of
"meaning" was simply evaluation—roughly, general attitude
toward the object. Most social researchers consider it an
7
attitude scale. Carter, Ruggels, and Chaffee provide a
recent discussion of its utility in opinion measurement.
6Charles E. Osgood, George J. Suci, and Percy H.
Tannenbaum, Zhs Mi1ff»f:ftmnf of Meaning (Urbane, 1957).
7
ciaire Selltis, &l «JL. . ftaasajcch ttftfchodi in Social
mslsteflna (Rev. ed.* Hew *©rk, 1959), p. 380.
8Richard F. Carter, W. Lee Ruggels, and Steven 8.
Chaffee, "The Semantic Differential in Opinion Measure-





It has proven particularly useful In probing latent and
subtle attitude shifts* and therefore was considered ideal
for assessing the effects of JCOC. An eight-item battery
of differential scales was prepared, comprised of commonly
used descriptive words pertaining to the internal evalua-
tions of the military services. Pour of these were
"favorable** adjectives* and four "unfavorable"; in alpha-
betical order
t
Please rate on a one-to-seven scale the following words on



























5. rfifflJWflP** tiffin* *
Very
incompetent



























On the second wave, each of the items was replaced
by an antonym
Please rate on a one-to-seven scale the following words on





























































The general attitude score on each wave consists of
sum of scores* in a favorable direction* across the eight
opinion . —Hovland, Janis* and Kelley defined
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response to stimulus situations in which soma general
9question is raised. w In view of the various and conflict-
ing definitions of "attitude" and "opinion** (Insko* for
10
example* discusses four different definitions)* it was
considered best to keep the two concepts separate in this
study* and attempt to measure change in both. Ten items
designed to measure opinion change between the two waves
were included in both questionnaires. The items on the
first wave were*








numerous statements have been made recently about the U. S.
military by members of the mass media. Congressional
leaders* and others. Please indicate your opinion on the
following}





Carl I. ttoviand, Irving Janis* and Harold Kelley*
rrawnninpUfla and Fflrauaaian (Hew Haven* 1953), p. 6.
10
Chester A. InsJco (ad.). Th^ri^ q£ **-»tfrufl*a
*hVWT (Hew York* 1S>67)* pp. 2-3; and Charles A. Kiesler*
At ml. > Attitaftft Ghaas&t h Critical Analysis of ThttamicaS
(Sew York, 1969)* pp, 1-5.
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3. Further cevelopment and deployment of the Anti-






4. The military is distorting the truth by denying the





5. America's foremost position as a world leader is






6. The American military man in Vietnam is unsurpassed in





7. The American military services have a vested interest





8. Do you feel that serving in one of the Armed Forces
leads to more or to less social responsibility in later
civilian life?
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Listed below in alphabetical order are eight occupa-
tions. Hew much status do you accord to these
occupations? Please indicate the one to which you
accord the most status by marking the number "1" by it?
mark a *2* by the one you regard second most* and so
on. Rank each of the occupations* so that you will







_Jiilitary enlisted man ^__Public school teacher
10. ^^Jlilitary officer _„_jtadio/FV announcer
For items (9) and (10). the rankings of the eight occupa-
tions were scored on an 8-7-6 etc. basis * from first-ranked
on down. Only the scores for "military enlisted man 1* and
"military officer* enter into the data analysis.
On the second wave two modifications were made.
The item referring to Laos (Mo. 4) was deleted because it
was no longer relevant* the presence of U. S. forces in
Laos having been publicly established as fact by that time.
Substituted in its place was an item referring to Cambodia*
a more current issue* The wording of the item was made as
similar to the replaced item as possible*
A second modification was made on the item that
requested a ranking of occupations (Bos. 9-10). So that
none of the respondents would be asked to rank his own
occupation in both waves of the questionnaire* the non-
military occupations from the first wave were replaced by
£t£i j"'> M '*•-' I I LV
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occupations having a similar prestige ranking. An excep-
tion had to be made for "minister/priest, " because no
comparable substitute occupation could be found; this
occupation applies to only three respondents in the study.
The following was substituted for item 4 above
t
4a. The military is distorting the truth by claiming
that American air support for Cambodian military
operations is mainly to reduce American casualties
in Vietnam.
The following was substituted for the occupational
ranking items
i
Listed below in alphabetical order are eight
occupations. How much status do you accord to
these occupations? Please indicate the one to
which you accord the most status by marking the
number "1" by it? mark a "2" by the one you regard
second most, and so on. Please rank &acil of the
occupations, so that you will mark an "8" by the
one you regard the least
s
owner ^.^Minister/priest
Insurance agent ^-JSewspaper reporter
9. ^.JHilitary enlisted man Scientist
10. „. Military officer «__£ocial worker
:•—This refers to "overt* behavior,
relevant to the military and the public. Respondents were
asked to report the number of public speeches given during
the preceding six-month period, and of that total how many
11
Rational Opinion Research Center, "Jobs and
Occupations) A Popular Evaluation," in Reirihard Eendiat and
Seymour K. Upset (eds.). CJLsSA. SJLfttua ajod £flKar. (Olencoe,
Illinois, 1953), pp. 411-426.
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speeches were devoted to a military subject. This measure
is necessarily based on self-report* since it was impos-
sible for the researcher to observe overt behavior.
Specific items were
a
1. About how many public speeches have you made in the
last six months?
2. How many of them were on a military subject? __
The key measure of behavior was the item concerning
speeches on a military subject. In testing Hypothesis 3,
the ratio of military speeches to total speeches (before
and after the conference) was compared between the two
respondent groups. In testing Hypotheses 5 and 6* the
number of military speeches to total speeches was converted
to a percentage figure and utilized as a gain item in
iting inter-item correlations.
Raatflfffimrnt: of Hypotheses,
Rephrased in operational terms* this study will
test the following hypotheses* assuming that the first wave
data will show no significant difference between the two
groups*
1* The JOOC group will score higher on the five-item
knowledge test than will the comparison group.
2. a. The JOOC group will express more favorable
attitudes toward the military on the semantic
12
Kiesler* ejt Al. , ©j*. £,&•• p. 17.




















differential scales than will the comparison group,
b. The JOOC group will express more favorable
opinions regarding the military than will the
comparison group.
3. a. The JCOC group will give more speeches on
iailitary subjects than will the comparison group*
b* A higher proportion of speeches given by the
JOOC group will involve military subjects than
those of the comparison group.
4. a. There will be a greater correlation between
information gain and attitude change scores in the
JCOC group than in the comparison group*
b* There will be a greater correlation between
information gain and opinion change scores in the
JCOC group than in the comparison group.
5* a* There will be a greater correlation between
attitude change and behavior change scores in the
JCOC group than in the comparison group*
b* There will be a greater correlation between
opinion change and behavior change scores in the
JCOC group than in the comparison group*
6* There will be a greater correlation between
information gain and behavior change scores in the
JCOC group than in the comparison group*
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CHASTER IV
Information sain
The before-after data in Table IV indicate that the
JCOC 9roup consistently gained on each of the five items in
comparison with the non-JCOC group. The mean difference
between the two groups was .01 in favor of the non-JCOC
group on the first wave, and .31 in favor of JCOC on the
second wave. This difference, although not quite statisti-
cally significant, is consistent with the first hypothesis;
the JCOC program seems to have succeeded in stimulating a
greater knowledge of military matters among the partici-
pants to a modest degree* The failure to reach conventional
significance levels can be at least partly explained by the
•mall Ms. The fact that the after-score differences are
consistent across several items lends credence to the
information-gain hypothesis* Discounting the one tie, the
pattern of 4-of-4 items in the predicted direction would
occur only six times in 100 by chance.
gmpcral Attitude
Analysis of the eight semantic differential items












KBUWU3DOE OF MILITARY MATTERS
Proportion Answering Correctly
Before and After JCOC
JCOC Participants Comparison Group
Before After Before After
fuat wugat umnnin
Which of Armed Forces







troops are in Vietnam?











































Proportion ftnswer ing Correctly
Before and After JCOC
JCOC Participants Comparison Group
Before After s^for^ after
Who is Chairman of
Senate Armed
Services Cc—ulttee?
What is total strength





Total Score 3.66 2.86 3.67 2.55
Difference Before: 3.66 - 3.6? « -.01
(for control)
After i 2.86 - 2.55 * +.31*
(for JCOC)
Sets +.32 (for JCOC) b
a
s 1.14, p » .13
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of the eight items, the JCOC group consistently gained (or
diminished less) , when compared to the non-JCOC group.
This finding is significant at the p * .004 level, by sign
test. The mean difference between the two groups changed
in a favorable direction by an average of .23 per item for
JCOC. Hypothesis 2a was that participation in the confer-
ence would result in the enhancement of the general
attitudes toward the military, ffhile one is never quite
certain what a single semantic differential measures, this
consistency across a battery of scales certainly seems to
support the hypothesis. The results are not as clear-cut
as would be the case in a true experimental design, because
the two groups were not equal at the beginning of the study.
In at least one respect, however, this "before" difference
worked egeinat the hypothesis, because it created a
"ceiling" in that the JCOC group had less room for improve-
ment in their attitudes toward the military. Still, one
could argue that the JCOC group was "predisposed" to become




Analysis of the ten specific opinion items indi-
cates an even split between the two groups t the JCOC group
tapper, "The Social Effects of Mass Communica-
tion, M iift. sit,.
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gained in favorability on five of the items and the non-
JCOC group gained in favorability on five of the items. An
index constructed from these ten items showed a slight
differential gain in favor of the JCOC group* but this does
not approach statistical significance (z •79). Thus,
Hypothesis 2b should be rejected* The results are analysed
separately by items in Tables VI, VI I. and VIII, which
show* respectively, three items on which there is a posi-
tive (pro-JCOC) gain, four items on which there is no
appreciable difference between the two groups, and three
items that me*sa to show negative { ant i-JCOC) effects.
The three positive effects items (Table VI) have to
do with current issues regarding public perceptions of
military capabilities and policies* The JCOC group in-
creases, and the non-JCOC group decreases, in their dis-
sgreement with this statement
i
"The American military services have a vested interest
in continuing the Vietnam War."
And, their agreement with this statement:
"The American military man in Vietnam is unsurpassed
in fighting skill, determination, and courage under
fire."
Both groups gain, but the JCOC group more so, in
agreeing that*
"Further development and deployment of the Anti-
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»o differential gain or loss (Table VIZ) occurs on
general attitudes toward military personnel* the Armed
Forces* or the credibility of military information reports.
The negative effects (Table VIZI) should not be
interpreted as "boomerangs, since they consist of items on
which the JCOC group did not change, but the non-JCOC group
did change—surprisingly, in a favorable direction toward
the military* These three items appear to involve fairly
global feelings about the role of the military in American
society
t
The military budget should be drastically reduced.
"
"America's foremost position as a world leader is
dependent upon the maintenance of vigorous and viable
Armed Forces."
"Do you feel that serving in one of the Armed Forces
leads to more or to less social responsibility in
later civilian life?"
Looking at Hypothesis 2 as a unit, then. While the
semantic differential data indicate positive attitude
change as a result of participation in JCOC, this shift in
general affect does not seem to have manifested itself in
specific verbal opinions as well. It is perhaps noteworthy
that the pro-JCOC (Table VI) items, as well as the semantic
differential iteiaa, represent evaluation* of the military
41 h IVCV
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internally. Hone of these items is concerned with the
external value of the military to society in general. On
the other hand, the items that do not seem to have been
changed by JCOC are ones that seek to get at external
evaluations.
On the two items having a direct relation to the
Vietnam War, JCOC registered its largest gains* This would
seem to indicate that this topic was stressed in some way
during the JCOC trip, perhaps simply because it was a major
question in the minds of the participants. Similarly,
since the ABM was a matter of public controversy during the
period of JCOC, information obtained by the participants
during the conference probably does account for the favor*
able change regarding this weapon system.
The negative effect item that should concern JCOC
planners the most is the question regarding military budget
reduction. The JCOC group was originally more inclined to
disagree that the military budget should be drastically
reduced than the control group, by a difference of 1.24.
Yet, on the second wave, the JCOC group was only inclined
to disagree with the statement by a difference of .74.
Zt is conceivable that members of the JCOC observed
some aspect of the military that they deemed wasteful or
non-productive* perhaps the JCOC program itself. Zt is
also possible that the JCOC became so impressed with the
military power of the Armed Forces that it considered no
:U ft*,-
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adversary or potential adversary could match that power in
the immediate future* so moneys should be devoted to other
segments of the nation's economy that are more critically
deficient.
The item regarding "America's foremost position 1*
depending on "vigorous and viable Armed Forces** could be
construed to support either of the above arguments* Xf the
JCOC observed waste* they might be inclined to downgrade
the role of the military relative to world leadership.
However* if they were overwhelmed with the nation's mili-
tary might* they might feel that enough attention had been
devoted to that aspect of national power and it was time to
attend to other less proficient sectors.
The item regarding social responsibility* while not
a "boomerang" in the strict sense* should also be con-
sidered seriously in evaluating JCOC. This item refers
directly to evaluations of the quality of military personnel
(as did the prestige ratings shown in Table VII) • At best*
it can be concluded that JCOC had no influence on these
evaluations.
Xnter-item correlations were calculated for the six
opinion items that showed differential gains for either
group (i.e.* the items in Tables VI and VXXI) . Using an
r-to-« trformation to compute —» correction.. 2 tte













following averages were founds
Before, Aftac IftfQ^ft jyftar
• 18 .27 .41 .33
Both before and after * there is a greater tendency among
the non-JCOC group to "stereotype" their opinion responses
*
on the basis of sons more general latent attitude toward
the military. This may help to account for the fact that
the JCOC participants seem to have been rather selective in
their patterns of opinion change.
Looking at the data another way* it could be
concluded that there were really no "negative" effects*
because the failure of the JCOC group to change in a favor-
able direction could be due to a "ceiling effect." Their
initial opinions were to the favorable side of "center" on
the whole, whereas the non-JCOC group had more neutral
initial opinions and thus more opportunity to change
favorably. A ceiling-effect explanation cannot be tested*
but it remains as at least a plausible way of accounting
for the overall failure to support Hypothesis 2b with more
than very minimal indications of opinion change due to the
JCOC experience.
York* 1962)* p. 426.
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Two items were designed to taeasure overt behavior
change between the two grouses
1. "About how many public speeches have you made
in the last six months?"
2. "Bow many of there on a military subject?"
The importance of these two items can best be
illustrated by presenting them as a ratio* Both the number
of military speeches and the ratio of military to total
speeches given fell for each group from the first to second
wave (Table IX) . The military speech percentage of total
public speeches dropped from 31 per cent to 27 per cent for
JCOC and from 11 per cent to less than 5 per cent for the
control group. (It should be pointed out that the JCOC
group* by participating in the JCOC* could be expected to
make fewer total speeches since they were traveling away
from their hometowns more than usual.)
These behavior measures are not very satisfactory*
because the initial difference between the two groups
(2.97 for JCOC* .96 for non-JCOC) is too great to permit
any meaningful comparison of changes. The measure* there-
fore* is not adequate to determine whether or not
Hypothesis 3 is supported. This ratio score is retained
below in correlational analysis* however.
M•far
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Hypotheses 4-6 predicted a significant gain-score
correlation between the various dependent variables for
which significant gains were predicted in Hypotheses 1-3*
Table X shows all the data.
Jn^oraatian <iiftin/fiu.;Uy<ta Change « --There is a
greater correlation between information gain and attitude
change scores for JO0C as compared to non-JCOC (+.23 vs.
-•13). This supports Hypothesis 4a, and the results are
statistically significant. Since main effects were found
(above) for each of these measures, this finding is an
important one for this study, and corroborates the Douglas
&!> AU results.
Information Qala/QaliUan Chanan-—The correlations
between these scores are -.06 for JCOC and .08 for non-
JCOC. This is neither significant nor supportive of
Hypothesis 4b* which is not very meaningful at this point
anyway* due to the failure to find significant opinion
effects (above).
ftttitwta gftanqft/Bflhfivtoir, Cnaneiii*—The correlations
are .02 for JCOC, and -.25 £Or non-JCOC. This technically
does support Hypothesis 5a, to a barely significant degree*
Douglas, fifc Al. » ££U &i&«
W ,
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.228 -.176 +.404 1.81 .04
(1-tail)
-.059 .083 -.142 <1 n.s.
.021 -.252 +.273 1.23 .11
-.147 -.158 +.011 <1 n.a.













although the correlation within the JCOC group is
essentially sero and the behavior measures of the two
groups are not comparable (see above)
.
Opinion fifoanim/nafoav&Qr Chang* »—since neither of
these measures could be shown as a significant main effect
(above)* Hypothesis 5b becomes rather meaningless. For the
record, th** correlations for both groups are negative* and
there is no appreciable difference between them.
InfeQSffiatifln fiflin/ftehavlox Changs*—Examination of
these scores similarly shows no significant difference
between the two groups* There is a tendency for greater
information increments to be associated with military
speech-making, about equally irrespective of JCOC partici-
pation.
While there was no stated hypothesis regarding the
correlation between attitude change and opinion change
scores, it is perhaps noteworthy that the data (Table X)
indicate a greater correlation for the non-JCOC group
between these scores. The JCOC score was .04 and the non-
JCOC score was .44. The resultant net of .40 for non-JCOC
is statistically significant, and is reminiscent of the
greater inter-item opinion correlations in the non-JCOC
group, as reported above. Again, the JCOC participation is
associated with a tendency to avoid stereotyped opinion
responses.
*t
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When one considers that the behavior measure was
insufficient for this study, perhaps the most explicit
finding with regard to Hypotheses 4-6 is that opinion
change occurred independently of either information gain or
attitude change, for those who attended the JCOC. Again,
it may well be that a ceiling effect was at work regarding
sons specific opinion items, and that JCOC was irrelevant
to others.






The data presented in this research paper do not
provide a satisfactory answer to the questions Is the JCOC
an effective program? The conference did stimulate an
increased knowledge of military matters araong the partici-
pants when compared to the non-participant group. Likewise*
• favorable attitude change was indicated by the semantic
differential for the JCOC group. However* in neither ease
do the data indicate gains substantial enough to justify
the program for the purposes of either building knowledge
or changing attitudes. With regard to the latter, it would
appear that if the intent of the JCOC is to change atti-
tudes, it is addressing itself to the wrong group, inasmuch
as the attitudes of the participants were very favorable
prior to the conference.
It is recognised that neither stimulating greater
knowledge about the military nor the changing of attitudes
more favorably toward it are explicitly stated objectives
of the JCOC. The "official" objectives previously cited in
Chapter II are quite general, even nebulous, and no attempt
was made in this study to ascertain whether or not they were
SO
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accomplished. It is. in fact, hard to imagine how such a
study could be conducted
•
Perhaps a more jc<al*vant (though unstated) objective
of the conference lies in its utility in providing candi-
dates for membership in the defense Orientation Conference
Association (DOCA) , the "alumni organisation" of JCOC. As
of January 15, 1971, 31 of the 37 JCOC respondents to this
study had joined BOCA. That is a very impressive "behavior 4
index and would have been included as such in this study if
a comparable measure had been available in the non-JODC
group.
further, it must be recognized that perhaps this
study did not transcend the self-selection bias recognised
from the start, and therefore, never quite penetrated to
the pith of reliable evaluative research with regard to the
JCOC. A replication of this study, eliminating the self-
selection bias, would seem to be a worthwhile undertaking.
It is suggested that the Defense Department consider such
an endeavor since the wherewithal for its conduct is
probably not available to the individual researcher. A
replication would require that a larger roster of potential
JCOC participants be compiled, possibly on a matched-pairs
basis, and invitations then be issued to a random sample of
one-half of the names on the list. Only a procedure of
this sort could provide the truly experimental data needed
for a conclusive evaluation of the conference*
if»c« #%»., KM y I ."•• Ji.
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Meanwhile, in the absence of conclusive evidence.
what can be said of JCGC as a military public relations
effort? It is beyond the scope of this study to attempt
any kind of cost-benefits analysis, but we can assess the
benefits. The least that can be said is that they consist
of slight increments of knowledge and attitudes among a few
well-placed persons Who are already informed and supportive
of the military. The most that can be said is that the
conference appears to be an effective method of building
the DOCA roster, and that it does have demonstrable influ-
ences on th.i thinking of the participants. It would be
presumptuous to assert here that these effects are, or are
not, worth the cost of JCOC in terms of expenditure of
funds, manpower, and political criticism. That is a policy
decision that can, hopefully, be aided by the assessment of
JCOC's effects that have been made here.
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Notet This is an anonymous questionnaire. The answers are
only to be used in a statistical analysis. Nothing will be
connected with your name. Returned questionnaires will be
destroyed after analysis. There is a space for your
comments at the end of the questionnaire. The success of
this study depends upon complete responses from everyone*
1. In general, how would you describe the attitude of the













3. Is there a 0. S. military installation located in your
community?
.Yes (please name installation) t.
4. Bow do you get most of your information about the U. 5.
military? (Indicate the three most important sources by
marking "1. " H 2," and *3. w )
Paily newspapers __Television
magazines ^^JSooks
_jDther magazines Public speeches
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5. Pleas© rate on a one-to-seven scale how sufficiently
informed you feel you are about a. 8. military activ-
ities. One ie "not at all informed, - while seven is
"very well informed."
not at all V9xy w«ll
informed informed12 3,567
6. Have you served in any of the U. S. Armed Services?
—-HO Yea
If yes. Branch of Services
„ j Fronu™^.To
7. Do you currently have any official affiliation with any




8* If your son, or another young man close to you, asked
your advice on which service to join, which one would
you most likely recommend?
army
_^Jlavy Mr Force ___jMarine Corps
9. Co you feel that serving in one of the Armed forces
leads to more or to less social responsibility in later
civilian life?
mmmmrJ%ox& _^-Less „JSas no effect
10. Why do you feel this way?
11. Which one of the Armed Forces do you think has the most
troops in Vietnam? «__Army Navy „. _Air Force
(Marine Corps
12. About what percentage of the nation's budget is
presently being allocated to defense spending?
„205t ,„40* „6G* J80*
13. About how many American troops are presently in Vietnam?
i.000 _450,000 __650,G00 850,000
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14. Who is tha present Chairman of the House tawed Services
Committee?
j^dward Hebart Wilbur MillsCarl Albert
.
Jfeneal Rivers




16* Please rate on a ©ne-to-seven scale the following words
























































17* Numerous statements have been made recently about the
U. 6. military by members of the mass media* Congres-
sional leaders* and others. Please indicate your



















a. The military budget should be drastically reduced.




b. Further development and deployment of the Anti-






c. The military is distorting the truth by denying the





d. America*s foref^ost position as a world leader is








e. The American military man in Vietnam is unsurpassed




















£. The American military services have a vested





id. Listed below in alphabetical order are eight occupa-
tions* How much status do you accord to these occupa-
tions? Please indicate the one to which you accord the
most statue by marking the number "1" by it? mark a
"2" by the one you regard second most* and so on. Rank
each of the occupations, so that you will mark an "8"




___J4ilitary enlisted mmn _?ublic school teacher
.__Jtilitary officer __jRadio/TV announcer
19. What three living Americans do you most admire?
s« b« c-
20. Listed below are various civic and political activities.
Please check those in which you have participated at
any time during the last six months.
Worker in a civic activity (e.g.* Community Chest*
Red Cross* P.T.A.* civic club* scouting* etc.).
__Active in community cultural activity (e.g.* art*
concerts* theater).
^^Active in church work or church-connected group.
Candidate for political office.
^^Contributed money to a political party or candidate.

















21. About how many public speeches have you made in the last
six months?
Kara any of them on a military subject? »o _ y©s
(how many)*
22. What is your date of birth?
23. What is your occupation? „_
24. What was the highest grade of school or year of college
that you completed?
School, or ^.College
THAHK YOU VERY MUCH. PLSA8S RBTttRK TUB COMPLETED QUESTION-
SAXBB IN THE EHCLOSEjD envelops.
The following space is provided for any comments you wish
to make about the U. S. Armed forces, this survey, etc.
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APPENDIX 3
LETTER ACeOWFASYIMG QUESTIONNAIRE #1
LCDS Dale K. Patterson
306 Schumann Street
Sun Prairie* Wis. 53590
April 6* 1970
Dear Sirs
Enclosed with this letter you will find a question-
naire which requests your opinion regarding various
aspects of the U. 8. Armed Forces and related matters.
Your name was selected because of your position of leader-
ship in your community.
X an a Navy officer currently working toward a
master's degree in journalism. The enclosed questionnaire
is part of a research project I am conducting at the
University of Wisconsin. This study will help me meet the
academic requirements for an advanced degree* and
ultimately X am hopeful that it will assist the U. S. Armed
Forces in improving their community relations programs.
However* this study is in no way officially connected with
any agency of the Department of Defense.
Although X realise that you are extremely busy* X
would be most grateful if you would take a few minutes to
complete the questionnaire. The success of my study
depends on your cooperation.
Your assistance in completing the questionnaire and
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PQSTCmD FOLLOW-UP TO QUESTIONNAIRE #1
April 9* 1970
Dear Sirt
A day or two ago you should have received a
questionnaire* "Community Leader Survey* " in the
mail from me. If you have not already done so*
would you phffl complete it and return it to ma
aa soon as possible?
The success of ray study is totally dependent
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Kotei This is an anonymous questionnaire. The answers are
only to be used in a statistical analysis, nothing will be
connected with your name. Returnee questionnaires will be
destroyed after analysis. There is a space for your
comments at the end of the questionnaire. The success of
this study depends upon complete responses frost everyone.
1* In general* how would you describe the attitude of the











3. Is there a U. s. military installation located in your
community?
Yes (please name installation)
«
4. Bow do you get most of your information about the U. S.
military? (Indicate the three most important sources by
marking "1." M 2. w and "3").
paiiy newspapers __Television
__J*ews magazines _JBooks
___jDther magazines Public speeches
_JRadie ^-jOther (please specify) t
66
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5. Please rate on a one-to-seven scale how sufficiently
informed you feel you are about U. 6. military activ-
ities. One is "not at all informed** while seven is
"very well informed.
"
Mot at all Very well
informed informed12 3 4 5 6 7
6* Have you served in any of the U. S. Armed Services?
No „Jfe»
If yes# Branch Of Service i * From.. To
,
7. Do you currently have any official affiliation with any
of the military services? _No m .Yes (specify
affiliation)
»
8. If your son* or another young man close to you* asked
your advice on which service to join* which one would
you most likely recommend?
Army »*vy _Jir Force
_#one
9. Do you feel that serving in one of the Armed Forces
leads to more or to less social responsibility in later
civilian life?
Mara £*ess Has no effect
10. Why do you feel this way?
_.
11. Who is the Commander of the American military forces in
Vietnam?
Pen. Abrama „Gen. Goodpaster _„Gen. Walt
i. Westmoreland
12. What is the approximate dollar figure of the present
U. s. Defense Department's budget?
$45 billion $60 billion .$75 billion
$90 billion
Vc
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13. Approximately how many U. S. military personnel have
been killed in the war in Vietnam?
_23.00Q ._28, 000 .36*000 .43,000






15. What is the approximate combined total strength of the
U. S. Armed Forces?
_2*4 million
.3 million
.2.6 million •8 million
16. Please rate on a one-to-seven scale the following words
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Very Sot at all
h. TmrtUrrfrHlmn? undisciplined undisciplined12 3 4 5 6 7
17. Numerous statements have been made recently about the
U. S. military by members of the mass media. Congres-
sional leaders, and others* Please indicate your
opinion on the following;





b* Further development and deployment of the Anti-






c. The military is distorting the truth by claiming
that American air support for Cambodian military






d* America's foremost position as a world leader is
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e* The American military man in Vietnam is unsurpassed








f • The American military services have a vested





18* Listed below in alphabetical order are eight occupa-
tions* How much status do you accord to these occupa-
tions? Please indicate the one to which you accord the
most status by marking the number "1" by it; mark a *2*
by the one you regard second most* and so on* Please
rank j&acji of the occupations* so that you will mark an





_>iilitary enlisted man Scientist
__Jtilitary officer Social worker




20* Listed below are various civic and political activities*
Please check those in which you have participated at
any time during the last six months*
Worker in a civic activity <e«g*« Community Chest*
Red Cross* P*T*A*« civic club* Chamber of Commerce*
scouting * etc . )
•
Active in community cultural activity (e.g.* art*
concerts* theater)
•
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Candidate for political office.
.^..^Contributed money to a political party or candidate*
__Active in other civic or political activity
(Please specify)
t
21* About how many public speeches have you made in the
last six months? mmm^mmmmmmmmm
How many of them were on a military subject?
22. What ia your date of birth? m^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmm^mmmmm^mam
23. What ia your occupation? .
Your father's occupation?




25. During the past six months # what events, incidents or
experiences have influenced you to respond to this
questionnaire in the manner in which you have?
THAHK YOU VERY MUCH. PLEA8K &STURN THE COMPLETED QUESTJQS-
HAZRE XJ8 THE KHCLOSED KMVELOPE.
The following space is provided for any comments you
wish to make about the U. 8. Armed Forces* this survey*



















LETTER ACCOMFASYXSO QUESTXOM8A23US #2






You were extremely kind in assisting me last April by
Leting and returning a questionnaire Which reflected
opinion regarding various aspects of the U. $. Armed
Forces, You will recall that I am a naval officer working
toward a master's degree at the University of Wisconsin.
As a result of your cooperation I have been able to
compile an excellent set of data on the attitudes of
community leaders such as yourself toward the military.
However , in order to complete my study* I must ask your
cooperation once again by completing the enclosed question'
naire. It is quite similar to the one you returned to me
six months ago.
Your help in completing the questionnaire and
returning it in the envelope provided at your earliest








POSTCARD FOLLOW-UP TO QUESTIONNAIRE #2
October 13, 1970
dear Sirs
A few days ago you should have received
a questionnaire* "Community Leader Survey,
in the mail from me. If you have not already
done so. would you pi«a*« complete it and
return it to me as soon as possible?
The success of ay study is totally
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